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Press release 

ENTREPOSE Contracting and VINCI Construction Grands Projets 
win LNG storage tanks contract for the Wheatstone project in Australia 

 
 
ENTREPOSE Projets, a subsidiary of ENTREPOSE Contracting, and VINCI Construction Grands Projets, both 
subsidiaries of VINCI, have just signed, in a joint venture with Thiess Pty Ltd, a subsidiary of Leighton 
Holdings Limited, an engineering, procurement and construction contract for approximately AUD 500 
million (about €400 million) covering two full containment liquefied natural gas (LNG) storage tanks with a 
capacity of 150,000 cubic metres each as well as two condensate storage tanks with a capacity of 120,000 
cubic metres each. 
 
The contract is forecast to create about 475 jobs in Western Australia’s Pilbara region, and 75% per cent of 
the content will be Australian, including 55% West Australian. There will also be significant Indigenous 
involvement. 
 
The Chevron-operated Wheatstone Project, a LNG and domestic gas project managed by Bechtel Australia, 
is located near Onslow in the North Western Australian region and represents one of Australia’s largest 
resource projects. The project will commence immediately with construction to last from 2013 to 2016. 
ENTREPOSE Projets and VINCI Construction Grands Projets have built more than 30 LNG storage tanks in 
10 different countries over the last 20 years, including three 180,000 cubic metres capacity tanks at the 
Gate regasification terminal in the Netherlands in 2011. 
 
 
ENTREPOSE Contracting is a group specialized in the design and construction of complex projects in the oil and gas 
sectors in particular, and the energy and environmental sectors in general. From creating transport and storage 
solutions to delivering turnkey projects, the Group is constantly developing its expertise in conceptual engineering, 
process design and contracting in sensitive environments. 
 
VINCI Construction Grands Projets possesses end-to-end expertise in the creation of complex infrastructure. 
Throughout the world, VINCI Construction Grands Projets designs and builds major civil engineering structures 
(tunnels, bridges, dams, LNG storage tanks, roads and rail infrastructure) and buildings. Its expertise, strong project 
engineering and management capabilities, combined with a responsive organizational structure and a policy of 
forging partnerships with local companies, enable it to provide solutions that are both global and modular. 
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